## Seminar program 2018/2019

**Institute of Social and Preventive Medicine (ISPM)**

**Clinical Trials Unit (CTU)**

**Berner Institut für Hausarztmedizin (BIHAM)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time and location</th>
<th>Presentation and presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Thursday, September 20, 2018 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Topic tba"
Prof. Oscar Franco
Direktor of ISPM |
| Wednesday, October 24, 2018 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Topic tba"
Prof. Arfam Ikram
Erasmus University Medical Center Rotterdam |
| Thursday, November 22, 2018 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Topic tba"
Dr. Rajiv Chowdhury
University of Cambridge |
| Thursday, December 13, 2018 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Challenges in providing medical care in Zimbabwe"
Ruedi Lüthy
Ruedi Lüthy Foundation |
| Thursday, January 17, 2019 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Topic tba"
Prof. Joachim Buhmann
Institute for Machine Learning, ETH Zürich |
| Thursday, February 21, 2019 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Faster and trustworthy guidelines for shared decision making: experience from the BMJ Rapid Recommendations"
Dr. Thomas Agoritsas
University Hospital of Geneva |
| Thursday, March 21, 2019 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Gender equality in global public health: are we winning yet?"
Dr. Sarah Hawkes
Centre for Gender and Health at University College London |
| Thursday, April 25, 2019 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | **Topic: Health inequalities**
Dr. Katherine Smith
University of Edinburgh |
| Thursday, May 23, 2019 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Pre-exposure prophylaxis for HIV prevention: the reality of implementation"
Prof. Sheena Mc Cormack
MRC Clinical Trials Unit at University College London |
| Thursday, June 27, 2019 | 16:00 ISPM ¹      | "Some statistical issues in the analysis of infectious disease data"
Prof. Nikolaos Demiris
University of Cambridge & Athens University of Economics and Business |

1) **ISPM**, Seminar room 324, 3rd floor, Mittelstrasse 43, 3012 Bern
2) **Restaurant Schwellenmätteli**, Dalmaziquai 11, 3000 Bern

**Contact:** Silvia Herrmann, ISPM, Mittelstrasse 43, 3012 Bern, silvia.herrmann@ispm.unibe.ch, phone +41 31 631 34 04